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                            Accumulation set for fireplace stoves (AKKUM 01)

                            	
                                        order code: AKKUM 01
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                            Accumulation set for fireplace stoves (AKKUM 02)

                            	
                                        order code: AKKUM 02
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                            ACCUMULATION SET FOR FIREPLACE STOVES (AKKUM 04)

                            	
                                        order code: AKKUM 04
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                            BOTTOM SHEET METAL
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                            BOX low narrow

                            	
                                        order code: ESQUINA N RG1
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                            BOX low wide

                            	
                                        order code: ESQUINA N RG3
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                            BOX tall

                            	
                                        order code: ESQUINA N RG2
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                            EAI COVER for ALEDO

                            	
                                        order code: ALEDO KRYT
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                            EAI COVER for RIANO N 01-05

                            	
                                        order code: RIANO N KRYT
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                            ELBOW THREE-PIECE 150/90/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: KOLENO 01A
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                            ELBOW THREE-PIECE WITH CLEANING HOLE 150/90/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: KOLENO 02A
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                            ELBOW TWO-PIECE 150/135/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: KOLENO 03A
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                            GRATE SET for Romotop CARA design fireplace stove

                            	
                                        order code: CARA ROST 01
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                            PIPE 150/1000/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: ROURA 01A
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                            PIPE 150/250/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: ROURA 03A
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                            PIPE 150/500/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: ROURA 02A
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                            PIPE WITH CHIMNEY FLAP 150/1000/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: ROURA 01C
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                            PIPE WITH CHIMNEY FLAP 150/250/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: ROURA 03B
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                            PIPE WITH CHIMNEY FLAP 150/500/2 mm

                            	
                                        order code: ROURA 04C
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                            ROSETTE 150 mm

                            	
                                        order code: RUZICE 02
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